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Issue Program/ Segment Date Time  Duration Description  

Sports/Social 

Change/Education 

Goal! Soccer for a 
Better Future, Part 
1: Respect & 

Tolerance 

6/29/13 3:32:30 5 minutes Soccer is more than just a game. 
It's a powerful tool for social 
change, and it's being used around 
the world to promote issues such as 

children's rights and education, 
social integration, environmental 
protection, health and peace 
building. 

School 

Dropout/Mentoring 

Rising Sons: 
Modern Day Heroes 

6/23/13 00:32:30 5 minutes Rising Sons, a group of mentors 
who facilitate after school programs 
at Andrew Jackson Elementary 
School, discuss the drop out crisis 
among African American males and 
their efforts to increase the 

graduation rate. address the drop 
out crisis in Philadelphia and crisis 
African American males 

Local Cultural 

Education 

Cave of Kelpius 5/20/13 00:54:00 5 minutes One of the more difficult sites to 
find is also one of the most 
mysterious in Philadelphia. Deep in 
the woods of Wissahickon Creek is 
the cave of Kelpius. According to 
legend he was led by a strange and 

mysterious prophecy. Prophecy led 
him to America to practice alchemy, 
medicine, astronomy and to await 
for the second coming of Christ. 
Watch the myths and legends that 
surround Philadelphia's first 
mystical guru. 

Civil/Government 

Education 

The Electoral 
College 

4/20/13 00:43:35 5 minutes Each state has a certain number of 
electoral votes that are given to the 
candidate that wins the majority of 

votes in that state. Some states 
almost always vote for the 
Democrats and some almost always 
vote for the Republicans. But swing 
states are states where there is 
almost an even number of 
Democrats and Republicans making 
the race between candidates much 
more competitive. 

Local Arts A World of Dance in 
Philadelphia: 
idiosynCrazy 
Productions 

4/11/13 00:27:25 5 minutes Jumatatu Poe, founder and artistic 
director of idiosynCrazy Productions 
of Philadelphia, collaborates to 
create dance/theater work that 
pushes both audience and 
performer to the edge of 

believability, of physical limits, of 
one's own skin. 

 

 


